[Experimental model of tooth mobility in the human "in vivo"].
The aim of the present study was to investigate experimentally the mechanical properties of tooth deflection under external loading. These properties have a significant impact on tooth movement during orthodontic treatment. The stresses and strains caused by tooth movement influence bone remodelling, which is the basis of orthodontic treatment. The movement of a tooth as a direct reaction to the forces acting on it is termed "initial" movement. It is nonlinear and has a clearly time-dependent component. While the initial tooth movement represents the totality of the reaction mechanisms of all the tissues of the tooth unit, it is determined primarily by the mechanical properties of the periodontal ligament (PDL). The PDL is the softest tissue of the tooth unit and is therefore subject to the largest deformations when forces act on the crown of the tooth. The objective of orthodontic treatment is to achieve as precise and rapid tooth movement as possible, without provoking such undesired effects as bone and root resorption. To enable the implementation of an optimal orthodontic force system that meets these requirements, a thorough knowledge of the biomechanics of tooth movement is a must.